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Motivation I
� Quote from a draft of the National Curriculum:

� “Planck, Bohr and Einstein integrated evidence from 
studies of heat radiation, spectroscopy and the 
photoelectric effect to develop the photon model”

� Planck & Bohr = “No”

� Einstein = “Yes”

� MAJOR missing contributor – Compton = “Yes”

Note: I am not talking about the birth of quantum 
mechanics but the “photon model”, in particular.



Motivation II
� The photon saga is a fantastic illustration of the reality 

of research and the progression of theory and 
experiment:

� It’s messy, with many blind alleyways and requires 
incredible persistence in the face of continual failures.

� It’s far more exciting, accessible, creative than the image 
often presented to students.

� Handout at end: “Stuewer , RH 2000, ‘The Compton 
effect: Transition to quantum mechanics’, Annalen der 
Physik, vol. 9, no. 11 12, pp. 975-989”



Planck’s Contribution – Quick Reminder

� Black body radiation (thermal radiation)

� Emission at different frequencies, ν, for a temperature, 
T is:
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� 5 papers from
Feb 1897 – Oct 1900

� Utilised quantisation 
of energy



Justification: Planck = “No”
� Planck did not quantise the em field but the 

absorption and emission of radiation between 
the body and the em field. 

� Planck himself later (1930) stated that his 
initial hypothesis of energy quanta was:

� “a purely formal assumption, and I did not 
give it much thought except for this: that I 
had to obtain a positive result, under any 
circumstances and at whatever cost”

� See http://www.physik.uni-kl.de/eggert/statmech/thermody.pdf for one of many discussions about 
this.
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1874



Planck = “No”
� Planck struggled to fix issues with aspects of 

his derivation, first trying: discrete 
absorption and continuous emission 

� In a 1912 paper he published an improved 
derivation which relied on: continuous 
absorption and discrete emission.

� He never proposed quantisation of the em
field itself i.e. light atoms, or “photons”.1918

1901



Planck = “No”
� In supporting Einstein’s membership as an 

Ordinary Member of the Prussian Academy of 
Sciences on (12, June 1913) Max Planck said of 
Einstein:

� “That he may sometimes have overshot the 
target in his speculations, as for example in 
his hypothesis of light quanta, should not be 
seriously counted against him, for it is not 
possible to introduce a real innovation, even 
in the exact sciences, without occasionally 
taking a risk”

M. Planck, in Physiker ¨uber Physiker: Wahlvorschl¨age zur Aufnahme von Physikern 
in die Berliner Akademie 1870 bis 1929 von Hermann v. Helmholtzbis Erwin 
Schr¨odinger, edited by C. Kirsten and H.-G. K¨orber, Akademie-Verlag, Berlin 1975, p. 
202

1930

1858-1947



Bohr = “No”
� Bohr put forward his model of the 

atom in 3 papers in 1913.

� Though he quantised electron orbits 
he did not quantise the em field.

� He continued to oppose the photon 
model until about 1925 – see next slide

� Interesting aside: in Bohr’s original model, unlike modern 
descriptions, the quantisation was chosen to fit the data with a 
post hoc justification based on the quantisation of angular 
momentum – it did not involve standing waves… grist for 
another presentation!

1885-1962



Bohr = “No”
� Quote from Bohr’s Nobel lecture December 11, 1922:

� In spite of its heuristic value· · ·, [Einstein’s] hypothesis 
of light-quanta*, which is quite irreconcilable with so-
called interference phenomena, is not able to throw 
light on the nature of radiation.

� Quote from “Bohr, N, Kramers, HA & Slater, JC 1924, ‘The Quantum 
Theory of Radiation’, Philosophical Magazine Series 6, vol. 47, issue 
281, May, pp. 785-802”:

� the theory of light-quanta* can obviously not be 
considered as a satisfactory solution of the problem 
of light propagation

* see next slide



Interesting Digression
� Birth of the term “Photon”:

� Lewis, GN 1926 ‘The Conservation of Photons’, Nature, 
vol. 118, no.2981, pp. 874-875

� “I therefore take the liberty of 
proposing for this hypothetical new 
atom, which is not light but plays an 
essential part in every process of 
radiation, the name photon.”



Einstein = “Yes”

� 1905 - Einstein explicitly used lichtquanta (light 
quanta) to explain the photoelectric effect (Nobel 
prize, 1921):

� “According to the assumption considered here, when a 
light ray starting from a point is propagated, the energy 
is not continuously distributed over an ever increasing 
volume, but it consists of a finite number of energy 
quanta, localised in space, which move without being 
divided and which can be absorbed or emitted only as a 
whole”

Einstein, A 1905 Über einen die Erzeugung und Verwandlung des Lichtes betreffenden heuristischen Gesichtspunkt
(On a Heuristic Point of View about the Creation and Conversion of Light). Annalen der Physik 17 (6): 132–148

from the translation:
http://users.physik.fu-berlin.de/~kleinert/files/eins_lq.pdf



Einstein = “Yes”
� Einstein continued to publish papers explicitly 

propounding the use of “light quanta” e.g.:

� 1906 “On the Theory of Light Production and Light 
Absorption”

� 1909 ‘‘On the Present Status of the Radiation 
Problem’’

� 1910 “On the Theory of Light Quanta and the 
Question of the Localization of Electromagnetic 
Energy 

� 1916 “Emission and Absorption of Radiation in 
Quantum Theory”

� 1916 “On the Quantum Theory of Radiation”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_scientific_pu
blications_by_Albert_Einstein



The Missing Piece of the Puzzle 
� Photon model not established/accepted even by the 1920s!

� People accepted the utility of Einstein’s photoelectric theory…

� Einstein won the Nobel prize for the photoelectric effect even 
before Compton’s discoveries!

� …but not the basis for them:

� Millikan (Nobel prize for experimental confirmation of 
Einstein’s theory of the photoelectric effect) in his 1917 book 
“The Electron”:

� “Despite. . . the apparently complete success of the 
Einstein equation, the physical theory of which it was 
designed to be the symbolic expression of, is… untenable”

� It was Compton’s work in the early 1920s, that lead 
to the acceptance of the “reality” of the photon.



What was Compton Investigating?
� Scattering of X-rays and then more energetic gamma rays from 

matter (e.g. scattering from atomic electrons)

� He was expecting to confirm Thomson’s classical theory of 
scattering but he discovered scattered waves that exhibited:

� Change of wavelength (frequency, energy) that it turned out could 
not be explained by other mechanisms e.g. fluorescence – the 
change being dependent on the scattering direction

� Preferential scattering in the forward direction

� Polarisation of scattered waves

See http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/KleinNishinaFormulaForComptonEffect/

� Eventually lead to Compton’s use of the photon model, “particle 
scattering”, to explain the results - 1923



Even then Bohr was not Convinced!
� Developed BKS theory mentioned earlier.

� Good theory: bits were used in the later 
development of QM, and it was also clear 
enough to stimulate, and allow refutation 
by, further experimentation…

� ...further experiments (by others and Compton) 
detected the scattered electron, cementing the 
photon approach.



The Reality of Physics Research
� Australian Nobel Prize winner Peter Doherty in “The Beginner’s Guide 

to Winning the Nobel Prize” talks about “Discovery Science” (rather 
than a traditional “generate hypothesis – test – etc.”) characterised by:

� “ ‘the Texas sharpshooter fallacy’: Tex stands back, takes aim and 
empties his six gun into the wall of a barn. He then draws the target 
around the clustered holes in the barn wall. This is a great way to score 
a bullseye”

� “a research paper can be a little disingenuous: the introduction may 
reflect more what we might have thought if we had been really smart 
and knew what the results were going to be, rather than the ideas we 
had when we set out on the journey.”

� Doherty emphasises that researchers are not deliberately trying to 
mislead:

� “If our first experiment defines a shot pattern that’s a long way off our 
original aim, we will only confuse readers if we introduce the research 
paper with our reasons for shooting at the other target in the first 
place.”



The Reality of Research – Compton’s Story
� Stuewer’s paper is illuminating, pleasant, easy read. It includes some 

great insights into the reality of research, supporting the notion that 
great insights often come through “discovery” rather than “hypothesis” 
driven research where over a period of 6 years we have:

� Compton: “The mistaken notion is to get some idea and then try to 
prove it… . the real thing that a scientist tries to do when he is faced 
with a phenomenon is to attempt to understand it. To do that he tries 
all the possible answers that he can think of to see which one of them 
works best”

� “a basic fallacy in the concept of a crucial experiment: To think in 
dichotomous terms precludes the possibility of a third interpretation”

� “a beautiful historical example of a false theory being confirmed by 
spurious experimental data.”

� “a beautiful historical example of a false theory being confirmed by 
correct experimental data”



Real Life is Not So Simple
� Number of papers that discuss the development of the photon etc. e.g. 

http://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0402064.pdf (freely available)

� Reading such sources one gets the sense of confusion that exists around 
any great discoveries and the complexity and variety of many people’s 
contributions… and how, for one serendipitous event or another, it 
could have been someone else’s name associated with any particular 
discovery.

� E.g. Debye had worked out the theory of “Compton scattering” in 
around 1920-21 but had no experimental confirmation and did not 
publish until Compton’s work appeared and bizarrely Kramers had as 
well… but Bohr talked him out of publishing!

� But if one wants to simplify the birth of the photon for students new to 
the subject, I would contend that the key protagonists and events are 
Einstein’s analysis of the photoelectric effect and Compton’s 
experiments and analysis of scattering experiments.



Tour – a real-life Compton 

Scattering Experiment!
� It’s incredibly useful to get a feel for the size, scale, 

complexity, etc. of experimental reality!


